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ABSTRACT
This paper explores the technical details and artistic possibilities afforded by “super high frequency lighting”, a
lighting technique in which the high-frequency oscillation
of LED color parameters are invisible to human eyes yet
visible through video camera lenses. Through the use of
microcontrollers and software such as Max/MSP, high-level
computer control over banks of LEDs becomes possible
and easy to pair with sound-generating processes. We also
present an audio-visual installation in which dynamic color
patterns invisible to the human eye are tracked with cameras and sonified in real-time. With this paper, we seek to
draw attention to the limits of human perception, hidden
compositions of sound and images, and potential sonification strategies for high frequency lighting.
1. INTRODUCTION
Our everyday lives are increasingly mediated by technology. As a result, there is a growing global community of
consumers spending a significant amount of time on their
electronic devices. In the United States, the average person
spends about 9 hours a day interacting with media devices
such as TV, game consoles, smartphones, tablets and others [1]. Therefore one can observe an increasing amount
of people in public staring into bright, illuminated screens,
receiving predominantly visual information while consuming media. With this colossal rate of media consumption,
users can at times fail to retain their judgement on the accuracy of the information intake. In line with these thoughts
and observations, we intend to explore hidden audiovisual
compositions that can be revealed through digital devices,
through high frequency lighting and sonification of light
data, adding another layer to our perceived reality.
In the case of computer music, performers staring into
their screens throughout their performance is an ever-present
issue in the field [2]. Staging computer music concerts
where performers largely stare into their screens with very
little physical motion creates a disconnection between them
and the audience. It is up to each audience member to decide what sonic result corresponds to which decisions the
performer may have taken on their computer, resulting in a
very hermeneutic performance[3].
Super high frequency lighting is an interesting but not yet
fully explored technique. This paper will aim to document
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the technical work and aesthetic choices that may be of use
to others intending to make creative use of the method.
The relationship between sound and color have been under artistic and scientific investigation for centuries. During the 17th century, Isaac Newton specified seven different colors dispersing from a white light beaming through a
glass prism which he called the spectrum: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet. He compared this visible
spectrum of light with the musical scale[4] in the form of
a color-music wheel. Newton corresponded the entire visible spectrum to one musical octave, starting from D and ascending on the Dorian scale. First, third and fifth colors he
identified in the spectrum were colors red, yellow and blue
(primary colors in subtractive mixing) respectively, reminiscent of a triadic chord. Newton’s efforts of illustrating
the unity of tones and colors were rather arbitrary, yet it can
be considered as an early example of a search in the triggering of two different senses by the same stimuli. This
psychological phenomenon, synaesthesia, would eventually become a significant subject in cognitive science, supporting the condition with more concrete evidence; but further discussion of neurological and psychological effects
of synaesthesia is beyond the scope of this paper.
The relationship between color and sound has been investigated within artistic practices as well; in the early 20th
century, some inventors designed and built unique instruments that attempted to link together light and sound in
expressive ways, addressed as color organs. Color organs
existed prior to the 20th century, but merely as a collection
of light sources that changed intensity and size according
to sound[5]. In the early decades of the century, inventor
Mary Hallock-Greenewalt acquired a number of patents
on the design of her color organ, Sarabet[6]. She considered this preformative combination of light and color
to be a new form of art, which she named Nourathar 1 .
Hallock-Greenewalt performed known musical pieces together with colored light, but on the other hand Hungarian
composer Alexander László created original compositions
that joined music and painting together; he called the art
form color-light music[5] and toured with his original instrument around Europe during the 1920s.
More significant examples of contemporary light sonification deal with data from astronomical observations; the
frequencies of brightness variations from star light curves,
evocative of sound waves, are scaled to audible range[7].
McGee et al. sonified light data from the cosmic microwave
background, the earliest detected light in the universe. This
radiation is not visible through optical telescopes[8] and
thus the human eyesight, but can be picked up by radio
telescopes. Similar to the case of observing the cosmic
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Arabic for ”essence of light”

